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Melbet Promo Code


Founded in 2012 Melbet is one of the popular bookmakers now. It is safe to say that today the company is one of the best representatives of the betting industry if you evaluate the conditions of the online game. The beginners appreciate the generous policy of the company offering a nice bonus for sign up using the Melbet promo code.

In sports betting and online casino, everything happens as in real life. The user does not win all the time, sometimes luck turns away. It is clear that this situation is very unpleasant and in order to somehow smooth it out and not spoil the mood of the customers the bookmakers often offer various promotions. Basically, they are cashbacks from losses, i.e. a part of the lost money is returned to the player to let him win back. The Melbet went further and in addition to offering different Melbet bonus code promotions made a whole eight-leveled cashback program for regular users.[image: ]
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Another reason why this betting company is willingly chosen by numerous betting lovers is the convenience of use. The bookmaker’s clients can use not only the official website and mobile version for gambling and betting but also iOS and Android apps. Additionally, PC applications for Windows and macOS have been developed.

The bookmaker provides high-quality coverage of sports events what also attracts online betting lovers. The pre-match line includes about 40 sports, many of which are included in the Live section. The players can bet on politics, lotteries, weather, and TV games. E-sports are placed in a separate section on the site and represented by a huge number of games and tournaments. The official website has a well-designed interface and easy navigation. The available user settings are enough for comfortable online betting.
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How to register


How to registerRegistration on the official website of the bookmaker is available in several various ways. The player can choose any matches him the best. It’s worth note that this does not affect the receipt of the Melbet bonus:
	 One-click sign up. All that is required from the player is to indicate the currency he wants to use for betting and the promo code to receive the welcome bonus. After that, you need to click the Register button. The system will generate a login and password to enter your personal account. This data can be saved to a computer or sent by e-mail.


	Phone number sign up. The first thing you need to do is confirm your phone number and make sure that it has not been previously used in the system. After that, you need to select account currency, indicate Melbet registration promo code, and click the Register button. The login and password will be sent via SMS to your phone number.


	Email registration. This is the standard way to create a gaming account. However, it is the longest one. The user needs to fill in personal data, indicating his last name, first name, residential address, phone number, and e-mail. After that, you need to set a password for your account and select the Melbet welcome bonus. The account number or email is used as a login.


	 Social networks sync. The player synchronizes the account of the selected social network with the account on the bookmaker’s website. After that, you will receive a login and password to enter your personal account. You can also log in to your account using the social network button selected during sign up. A social network account must contain real information. Otherwise, you simply will not be able to verify and confirm your identity.
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How to get promo code


How to get promo codeAt the stage of creating an account, the player can choose one of two promotions:
 The first deposit bonus. By using the promo code, the player will receive a 100% extra from their first deposit. However, there is one condition that must be taken into account. Before adding funds to the account, you need to fill out a form with personal data in your personal account. Otherwise, using the Melbet bonus code during registration will give you nothing.
Freebets. The second option is to use the promo code for a free bet. To be eligible to receive it, you need to deposit at least 10 USD or an equivalent amount in another currency. After that, you need to make a so-called control bet. It will be considered if the entire amount of the first deposit is wagered and the event odds are 1.5 or higher. Regardless of whether the bet is won or lost, Melbet credits the account with a free bet of 20 USD or an equivalent amount in another currency.[image: ]
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If you install the application on your smartphone and log in to your personal account, then an additional 10 USD free bet will be credited. The same with the promo code for Melbet for the first deposit, you need to fill in all necessary fields in your personal account before making a deposit.
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Deposit on Melbet


Deposit on MelbetRight after registering a new account with Melbet code promo at a bookmaker’s website, the player faces the task to deposit money. That shouldn’t be a problem. If you have correctly performed the registration procedure, then there will be no issues with depositing, since the developers have added a great number of ways to replenish the gaming account. The main currency is selected during the signup process and cannot be changed later. It will be used for all future financial procedures. It should be noted that Melbet no deposit bonus codes don’t exist. To enjoy any of the bookmaker’s bonuses the player should make a deposit first.[image: ]
[image: ]
After logging in, the player needs to select the Finances section in the upper right corner. You can top up your gaming account in the following ways:
	Bank cards.
	Internet banking and online payment systems. 
	Electronic wallet.
	Bank transfers.

 
A cryptocurrency (Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Etherium, ZCash, etc.).If you have successfully passed the verification all transactions are performed as quickly as possible (typically, within 3-5 minutes).Often reasons for refusal to accept a payment may be account blocking or an amount that is not in the deposit range. You need to contact support in case of significant problems. The bookmaker does not take a fee for depositing or withdrawing funds. However, each selected payment system can have its own processing fee which should be considered prior to start a financial transaction.
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First deposit bonus


First deposit bonusTypically, as welcome bonus bookmakers provide players with no deposit bonus, a free bet, or a first deposit bonus. There are no Melbet no deposit bonus. But this betting company went beyond offering its players three different bonuses to choose from:
Melbet first deposit bonus. In order to get it, you need to specify a special promotional code during registration. Player will receive up to 130% to the bonus account.
30 USD free bets. To receive this bonus, you must make your first bet on any sporting event with odds of 1.5 or higher and a minimum value of 10 USD. After the bet is accepted, the player will receive a 20 USD free bet on the account. To receive the rest of the Melbet bonus, you need to download Melbet mobile app and log into your personal account.
Casino bonus. Melbet is not only sports betting but also gambling. All fans of online slots, card games, and roulette are offered by the bookmaker to receive additional funds on their accounts. To do this, you need to make five deposits. The bookmaker will grant you a Melbet bonus from 50% to 200% of the deposit plus free spins on slots for each account recharge.The very first thing you should pay attention to is that the first deposit bonus expires after 30 days if it is not played. This bonus Melbet can only be played by placing combo bets 5 times. Moreover, each combo must consist of at least 3 outcomes with minimum odds of 1.4.You can refuse the bonus in your personal account by unchecking the participation box. If you are already participating in the promotion, then you can refuse to fulfill the condition only if you have more funds on your account than the bonus received.
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Bonus points


Bonus pointsThe betting company offers its players to get bonus points with a Melbet Club program. How to participate in the program:
Register, enter promo code Melbet BD, complete all required data fields or log in to the official website.
Go to the Personal account section and select Personal data.
Press the Join the club button and follow the further instructions on the page.
SMS confirmation of the phone number is required.The number of bonus points depends on the amount of the bet and the number of outcomes in it. It is usually calculated using the formula: the amount of the bet is multiplied by the number of outcomes and divided by 3. All types of bets (single, combo, system, live bet) work. Bets with odds of 1 do not count towards points. This promotion is unlimited is available to all users of the company.Placing bets with this loyalty program you will receive bonus points, exchange them for real money and transfer them to your gaming account. The more you bet, the more bonus points you get.
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Two factor authentication


Two factor authenticationThe entire procedure for activating two-factor authentication is quite simple and straightforward, requiring a couple of minutes of your time. However, it will provide more complete protection for your account and financial transactions. After it is complete when entering your account, you will enter not only a password but also a verification Melbet code from your phone. The same function will be available when you withdraw your funds.To enable the 2FA function, a registered user must go to their account settings and activate the Enable two-factor authentication button. In order for the smartphone to scan it, you will need to install a special application suitable for the operating system of your mobile device. After downloading the application you need to scan the QR code.Fast-changing passwords will start to appear in the app. You must enter one of them into the appropriate field and click Verify button. When it is done the file in text format will be automatically downloaded to your device. It must be saved since it contains the secret key which will be needed to disable 2-factor authorization in the future.
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Vip cashback


Vip cashbackThe bonus policy of the bookmaker is diverse and constantly developing. Vip cashback Melbet is an integral part of the long-term 8-tier loyalty program. The starting level is Copper. The more active the player, the faster he will move up through the levels obtaining new bonuses and benefits. So, how to participate?
Create an account using one of the methods described above, insert Melbet free bet promo code, all your personal data, and activate your phone number.
Log in to your account and use the online casino products.
The loyalty system has 8 tiers. As a new player, you will start at tier 1 (Copper).
To up to the next level, keep playing your favorite casino games.
Each level has a different cashback percentage. The higher the level, the more cashback. Top tier players receive exclusive offers, privileged support, and cashback from all their bets not depending they win or lose.This program is available to registered users only and not time-limited. Cashback is credited within 3 business days from the end of the calendar month. Since this type of promotion refers to bonuses, the funds (as a free bet) do not enter the main gaming account but to the bonus one. To be able to withdraw cashback, you must first wager it. There are two ways to achieve this:
Make 25 single bets with odds of at least 2 (for the bonus amount).
Make any number of combos with odds of 1.4 or more (for the bonus amount).The company gives one day for wagering from the moment the bonus is received. However, it is necessary to admit that the promotion is valid only if the player does not participate in other bonus offers of the bookmaker.
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Countries


	India
	Nigeria
	Kenya
	Uganda
	Nepal
	Pakistan
	Bangladesh
	South Africa
	Indonesia
	Tanzania
	Zambia
	Zimbabwe
	Ghana
	Brasil
	Namibia
	Somalia
	Ethiopia
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Mobile Applications


	General
	Ghana app
	Nigeria app
	Zambia app
	Cricket app
	Nepal app
	India app
	Kenya app
	Bangladesh app
	Pakistan App
	Somalia app
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